In this paper the concurrent semantics of double-pushout (DPO) graph rewriting, which is classically de ned in terms of shift-equivalence classes of graph derivations, is axiomatised via the construction of a free monoidal bi-category. In contrast to a previous attempt based on 2-categories, the use of bi-categories allows to de ne rewriting on concrete graphs. Thus, the problem of composition of isomorphism classes of rewriting sequences is avoided. Moreover, as a rst step towards the recovery of the full expressive power of the formalism via a purely algebraic description, the concept of disconnected rules is introduced, i.e., rules whose interface graphs are made of disconnected nodes and edges only. It is proved that, under reasonable assumptions, rewriting via disconnected rules enjoys similar concurrency properties like in the classical approach.
Introduction
The theory of graph transformation 28] basically studies a variety of formalisms which extend the theories of formal languages and term rewriting, respectively, in order to deal with structures more general than strings and terms. In both of these \classical" formalisms there are two di erent ways of de ning the entailment relation. For example, the operational de nition of the rewrite relation ) R for a term rewriting system R states that a rewrite rule l ! r 2 R is applicable to a term t if an instance of l occurs as a sub-term in t.
Then, this sub-term may be removed and replaced by a corresponding instance of r, leading to a derived term s. Equivalently, an inductive de nition may be given where the rewrite relation is obtained as the smallest relation which contains R and is closed under substitution and context. While the operational de nition is clearly more intuitive, the inductive one plays an important role in the theory since it allows for de nitions and proofs by structural induction. From a categorical view-point, such inductive de nitions have been given for various formalisms via the construction of free categories equipped with an orthogonal (algebraic or categorical) structure 3,7,8,10,16,25{27,29,30] . Often such categorical models of rewriting do not only axiomatise the rewrite relation but impose an equivalence on rewriting sequences which captures the basic concurrency properties of the system.
In the double-pushout (DPO) approach to graph transformation 11,15] the operational de nition is by far more popular. Inductive de nitions of DPO graph transformation have been given but they are not as well accepted as, e.g., in the theory of term rewriting. One reason may be that, unlike for strings and terms, there is no straightforward inductive de nition of graphs. Rather, each possible interpretation suggests a di erent choice of the basic operations, see for example 1, 10, 16, 19] for di erent formulations of the DPO approach. Another reason might be that, except for the last and most recent one, none of the above formulations models faithfully the concurrent semantics of DPO graph rewriting based on the so-called shift-equivalence of derivations which captures the abstraction from the execution order of independent steps 11, 23] .
The reason for this failure is two-fold. Some approaches 1,10,16] de ne rewriting on (partly) abstract graphs without providing appropriate means for the composition of isomorphism classes of arrows. As a consequence, many derivations which are not shift-equivalent are identi ed. From the operational point of view, this problem was recognised and solved in 6, 11] by the concept of standard isomorphisms, i.e., a chosen family of isomorphisms closed under composition and identities which are used to compose isomorphism classes of rewriting sequences. An axiomatic description of this solution, however, has not been provided yet. Other approaches, like 1] and 16], are only applicable in very restricted cases: They only allow graph rewrite productions L ? K ! R with discrete interface graphs K (i.e., without edges). This makes no harm if one is only interested in the generated rewrite relation since the preservation of an edge can be modelled via its deletion and re-generation. However, by \making discrete" the interface of a production, the set of possible parallel derivations is reduced since items that are shared in a parallel application have to be preserved by all the applied productions. (This is very similar to data base transactions where read locks may be held by several transactions at the same time while write locks are exclusive.)
The presentation in this paper re nes the approach of 16] where the rewrite relation of a graph rewrite system has been characterised via the construction 2 Gadducci of a free monoidal 2-category. The conceptual idea of 16] is to consider graphs as distributed states consisting of local components connected through interfaces. The distributed structure is made explicit by representing a graph as an arrow of a category of co-spans in the usual category of graphs and graph homomorphisms: Each arrow represents a local component, and its source and target objects are the interfaces through which it is connected to other components. Then, arrow composition, de ned via pushouts, represents the composition of two components over a common interface.
Since pushouts are only associative up-to isomorphism, the associativity law of horizontal composition in a 2-category of co-spans implies that all isomorphic co-spans with the same source and target are actually equal. This leads to the above-mentioned problems with the composition of rewrite steps. For this reason, in this paper the associativity of horizontal composition is dropped and replaced by a vertical isomorphism, that is, 2-categories are replaced by bi-categories. Moreover, the restriction of 16] to discrete interface graphs (i.e., sets of interface vertices) is relaxed by allowing disconnected interfaces (that is, isolated nodes and edges). This solves the above-mentioned problems with respect to concurrency properties.
But why do we not simply allow for arbitrary graphs as interfaces? Again there are two reasons, a technical and a conceptual one. Conceptually, interfaces in distributed systems are usually much simpler than the component themselves. In fact, it is one of the main principles of system design to minimise the relations between di erent components or modules and to maximise the internal connections instead. Technically, disconnected graphs are simpler because they can be freely generated by a monoidal operation (disjoint union) from single nodes and edges, which is clearly not possible for arbitrary graphs.
Di erent restrictions of the set of admissible productions have been studied in the literature on graph rewriting in order to show that the resulting class of graph derivations enjoys interesting concurrency properties. In particular, it is almost customary to consider only injective productions, as e.g. in the survey article 11]. However, since productions obtained by disconnecting the interfaces of injective productions are typically non-injective, in this paper no general assumptions can be made about the injectivity of production morphisms. Thus, we investigate the expressive power of graph rewriting via non-injective productions showing that (suitable sub-classes of) productions with disconnected interfaces actually satisfy the desired concurrency properties.
After recalling in Section 2 some simple properties about parallelism, and introducing the original notion of as-correspondence, this comparison is done in Section 3. We show that for a system G satisfying the usual restriction to injective productions, a \disconnected" system (G) can be built which induces the same rewrite relation. Moreover, we establish a one-to-one correspondence between the derivations in G and a suitable subclass of the derivations in (G) such that two derivations in G are shift-equivalent if and only if this is true for the corresponding derivations in (G).
In Section 4 we introduce the notion of dgs-monoidal bi-category, then presenting our category of co-spans of graphs as dgs-monoidal bi-category. This work is just preparatory for Section 5, where we provide a bi-categorical axiomatisation of shift-equivalence for graph derivations in (G). =) H is then a direct derivation using a parallel production. A parallel derivation is a nite sequence of direct parallel derivations. 4 
Gadducci
The set of all parallel derivations in a gts G is denoted by D(G).
2
We implicitly assume in the above de nition that we can recursively build parallel productions out of already parallel ones. Unless otherwise noted, in the following derivation stands for parallel derivation.
The parallelism theorem states that a direct parallel derivation can be sequentialised into sequential independent applications of the component productions. And vice versa, that two consecutive steps can be put in parallel if they are sequential independent. 
(1) 
Denoting the parallel scheduling by 1 j 2 and the two sequential schedulings by 1 ; 2 and 2 ; 1 , respectively, the above de nition could be summarised by the equation 1 ; 2 sh 1 j 2 sh 2 ; 1 . Notice, however, that \;" and \j" are only de ned up to isomorphism by the colimit constructions above, i.e., they are not operations in the algebraic sense.
Concurrency for disconnected productions
In this section we introduce disconnected productions, showing that they preserve the same degree of concurrency of injective ones.
De nition 3.1 (disconnected graphs and productions) Let hE; N; s; ti be a graph. A node n 2 N is isolated if n 6 2 s(E) t(E). The graph is discrete if E = ;; and it is is disconnected if s; t are jointly injective, i.e., both are 
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For productions with injective left-hand side it is well-known 11] that the pushout complements are unique up-to isomorphism. In general, this is not the case. However, we may obtain a chosen isomorphism class using natural pushout complement 14], characterised by the following universal property. The set of all derivations in a gts G via natural pushout complements is denoted by D n (G). 2 For a given rule p and match m satisfying the gluing conditions, a natural pushout complement can be always built, simply formalising the operational intuition about derivation that we sketched below De nition A.3. In fact, we just need to consider the obvious arrow d k : K ! G ? m(L ? l(K)). It is easy to show that the morphism l is always injective, and that all natural pushout complements are isomorphic: We then recover the well-known uniqueness result for injective productions, proving that all DPO derivations involving injective productions are always natural.
The following de nition provides a canonical way of \disconnecting" a graph: Applying this construction to the interface graph of a production yields the corresponding disconnected production.
De nition 3.3 (minimal disconnected graphs and productions) Let G be a graph. We denote by (G) the minimal disconnected graph underlying G, that is, the pair h G; G i, where G is the graph freely generated by the set of edges E G and the set of isolated nodes in N G , and G : G ! G is the obvious surjective graph morphism. Let p : s be a production. The associated disconnected production is given
Since the disconnected graph K is uniquely (albeit informally) determined, the previous de nition actually describes a function : R ! R d from the set of all productions to the set of disconnected productions. This function allows us to associate to each gts G a disconnected gts (G) = f (p : s) j p : s 2 Gg.
The following proposition shows that both systems induce the same rewrite relation over graphs. Proposition 3.4 (disconnected rewrites) Let G be a gts, and let (G) be the associated disconnected gts. Then there exists a direct derivation G =) H in G if and only if there exists a direct derivation G =) H in (G).
Please note that the proposition above does not imply that there is a oneto-one correspondence between the class of direct derivations of G and of (G):
The latter is larger since more interface graphs are allowed. Then, in order to compare the concurrency properties of a gts G and its associated disconnected gts (G), we restrict G to injective productions and consider derivations in (G) via natural pushout complements only, denoting such a class as D n ( (G)). We remark that the above theorem is the main rational behind the introduction of disconnected productions. In fact, it is well-known since e.g. 1] that discrete gts's preserve the generative power of general gts's, but not their degree of concurrency. Disconnected gts's are then better-behaved, still maintaining a relatively simple interface, and this is relevant from a practical point of view, as argued in the introduction. 4 On some structures for bi-categories Appendix A.2 recalls the basic de nitions regarding monoidal bi-categories: Most of them are standard, and can be found in classical references 2] (even if our presentation follows closely the recent survey 24]), except for monoidality, for which we refer to 17]. In Section 4.1 we rst introduce pseudo monoids 12], then presenting our personal addition to the bi-categorical folklore, namely, dgs-monoidal bi-categories, and spelling out their relationship with cartesian bi-categories 5]. The notion of monoidal bi-categories is the most relevant for the main results of Section 5, and the reader could then skip Section 4.1 at a rst reading, except for a few notational conventions. The latters are exploited in Section 4.2, presenting some easy results on bi-categories of co-spans.
Cartesian and dgs-monoidal bi-categories
Next de nition is borrowed from Section 3 of 12], and (slightly) generalised in order to deal with monoidal bi-categories, instead of just Gray monoids.
De nition 4.1 (pseudo monoids) Let a be an object of a monoidal bicategory C. A pseudo monoid for a is a ve-tuple h a ; ? a ; 00 ; 00 ; 00 i such that a : a a ! a and ? a : e ! a are arrows of C; and 00 a : 0 a;a;a (( a id a ) a ) ) (id a a ) a , 00 a : (? a id a ) a ) 0 a and 00 a : (id a ? a ) a ) 0 a are invertible cells, satisfying the axioms 2 (( 00 id a ) a ) ((id a a id a ) 00 ) ((id a 00 ) a ) = (( a id a id a ) 00 ) ( ) (id a id a a ) 00 , and ((id a a ) id a ) 00 = ( 00 a id a ) a , for the unique arrow induced by the monoidal structure.
A pseudo co-monoid for a is a pseudo monoid hr; !; 00 ; 00 ; 00 i for a in the dual monoidal bi-category C op , obtained reversing the arrows of C. Bi-categories equipped with suitable pseudo (co-)monoids enjoy rather strong properties. As an example, it is possible to prove, generalising Proposition 4 of 12], that for a, b objects of a monoidal bi-category C equipped with a pseudo co-monoid and a pseudo monoid, respectively C a; b] can be equipped with a monoidal category.
De nition 4.2 (dgs-monoidal bi-categories) Let a be an object of a monoidal bi-category C. We call it discrete 5] if it is equipped with a pseudo monoid and a pseudo co-monoid, and an invertible cell a r a ) (id a r a ) 0 a;a;a ( a id a ); and functional if it is also equipped with an invertible cell r a a ) id a .
We call a bi-category dgs-monoidal if each object is discrete and functional.
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We introduced dgs-monoidal categories in 16] in order to model a suitable category of (abstract) graphs. 3 . Related presentations surfaced quite frequently in recent years. In particular, a similar structure is used for the description of bi-categories of (co-)spans already in 4, 5] , and that presentation forms the basis for the categorical description of circuits 20, 21] . We close the section trying to make explicit such a relationship. We say that f is a left-adjoint of g, or equivalently, that g is a right-adjoint of f; thus, and are the unit and the co-unit of the adjunction, respectively. An adjunction is a re ection if is an isomorphism cell; it is a co-re ection if is an isomorphism cell.
De nition 4.3 (adjoints and co-cartesian bi-categories)
A co-cartesian bi-category 5] is a monoidal bi-category such that each object a is equipped with a pseudo monoid and a pseudo co-monoid, and arrows r a and ! a have left-adjoints a and ? a , respectively. A bi-category of relations is a co-cartesian bi-category such that each object is discrete. id a a ) a r a , 0 a : id e )? a ! a and 0 a :! a ? a ) id a to be bi-categories of relations, where the adjoint a C r a is a co-re ection (that is, the co-unit Gadducci a : r a a ) id a is an isomorphism cell). A bi-category of co-spans of graphs restricted to isomorphism cells shall be our environment category for the generation of graph derivations. The restriction to iso cells is necessary since cells are meant to represent rewrite steps which have to be explicitly speci ed by productions.
From DPO-rewrites to bi-categories
We already mentioned how most of the categorical descriptions of productionbased systems 7, 8, 16, 18, 20, 25, 27, 29, 30] simulate computations via cells. To a certain extent, they all share the same view, representing such a system as a computad 31], namely, a category (in our case, a discrete bi-category) augmented with a graph structure over hom-sets (informally, a set S of cells In general terms, the states are the arrows of the computad, and the productions are its cells. Like a category can be freely generated from a graph, so a bi-category can be freely generated from a computad, closing the set of cells under all relevant operations.
De nition 5.1 (bi-computads) A bi-computad C S is a pair hC; Si, where C is a monoidal bi-category and S is a set of \cells" over the hom-sets of C. The cell p=hg; d K ; hi] = p] hd K ; D; D i, for p production in G, is depicted in Figure 5 . Note that, due to the shift from general to chosen pushouts, the source and target graphs of direct derivations are not preserved: It is enoughhowever to pre-and post-compose in the category CoSpan(Graph)
De nition 5.5 (from rewrites to cells) Let G be a disconnected gts and let G be the free bi-category generated by the computad C G . Then, we denote by ! : D(G) ! G the mapping that associates to each direct derivation G It is easy to prove (see also 16] ) that the inverse of the above statement holds. However, the characterisation of the mere existence of derivations by generated cells is not fully satisfactory. Instead, we would like to recover the concurrency properties of DPO graph rewriting as described in Section 3 by the parallelism theorem and the shift-equivalence. This is proved in the next theorem, our main result, stating that the mapping ! identi es two derivations if and only if they are shift-equivalent. 2
Together with the result of Theorem 3.6, this allows us to characterise the shift-equivalence on injective derivations by rst disconnecting them and then applying Theorem 5.6 above. \despite the correspondence we got is faithful at the level of the rewrite relation, we cannot recast the notions of parallel derivation and shift equivalence by means of the 2-categorical structure", due to the restriction we had there to discrete productions. The concurrency results for disconnected productions presented in Section 3 and Section 5 solved successfully this problem, since the equivalence induced on cells by the coherence axioms of bi-categories coincides with shift equivalence on graph derivations 6], like it happens for permutation equivalence in categorical models of term rewriting (see e.g. 9]). The second problem concerning the rewriting on abstract graphs was avoided (rather than solved) by the use of bi-categories. In fact, our original goal, an axiomatic description of abstract graph rewriting, is not yet fully achieved. But we believe that the coherence theorem for bi-categories (stating that every bi-category is bi-equivalent to a 2-category) may provide the solution to this problem. In fact, with our interpretation, this bi-equivalence represents the transition from concrete to abstract states while preserving for any two given states the number of derivations between them (and thus the amount of concurrency). Technically speaking, the coherence isomorphisms of bi-categories provide us with an algebraic description of the standard isomorphisms in 11].
The nal step, then, consists in replacing the concrete bi-category CoSpan ;iso (Graph) by a syntactic (e.g., freely generated) bi-category, eventually equipped with a dgs-monoidal structure. Such a construction has been given already for the category of abstract spans in Graph with discrete interfaces in 16], and we think that it can be straightforwardly extended to disconnected graphs by adding appropriate generators for the edges. Notice that, in contrast to 16], dgs-monoidal categories in this paper are not required to be symmetric: While this additional structure is essential for the generation of graphs, it is not needed for axiomatising shift-equivalence on derivations. In fact, all graph derivations are represented by cells of the hom-category on the empty interface graph (the unit object), and it could be shown that this homcategory is symmetric monoidal. The reader would have noticed that, in fact, most of the additional structure on bi-categories we introduced is redundant for our purposes, namely, the proof of Theorem 5.6: We left it just to suggest the forthcoming direction of our work, and to emphasise the relationship with the solution we previously proposed, and with related categorical approaches. The dangling condition ensures that the structure D obtained by removing from G all objects to be deleted is indeed a graph, that is, no edges are left \dangling" without source or target node. The identi cation condition states that objects from the left-hand side may only be identi ed by the match if they also belong to the interface (and are thus preserved).
A.2 On monoidal bi-categories
Roughly, a bi-category C can be presented as a set of objects, Ob C , and, for each pair of objects, a category C a; b]. For the sake of space, in the following we present the axioms equationally, instead of using the more intuitive diagrammatic way as in 24].
De nition A.4 (bi-categories) A bi-category is a seven-tuple hOb C ; C; ; id; ; ; i such that Ob C is a set of objects and, indexed by elements in Ob C , C is a family of categories C a; b] (the hom-categories of C), is a family of functors b a;c : C a; b] C b; c] ! C a; c], id is a family of objects id a 2 jC a; a]j, : f (g h) ) (f g) h, : f id a ) f and : id a f ) f are natural isomorphisms, satisfying the axioms 7 6 The pushout (2) always exists since Graph is co-complete. 7 For the sake of readability, all the indexes are dropped, either of , or of the composition inside the hom-categories. Moreover, the identity of an object of the hom-categories, such as f or id a , is usually denoted by the object itself.
f;ida;g ( f g) = f g , and (f g;h;k ) f;g h;k ( f;g;h k) = f;g;h k f g;h;k .
2
We denote as arrows and cells of a bi-category C the objects and arrows of the hom-categories, respectively, and by : f ) g : a ! b we mean that is a cell in C a; b] from f to g. Since 27] ), the cells represent computations of the system which can be composed sequentially and in parallel using, respectively, the operations of vertical and horizontal composition of the 2-category: We will see in Section 5 in which sense a similar analogy holds also for our bi-categorical setting.
De nition A.5 (morphisms, bi-transformations and modi cations) Let We have now all the machinery to introduce monoidal bi-categories 17].
De nition A.6 (monoidal bi-categories) A monoidal bi-category is a eight-tuple hC; ; I; 0 ; 0 ; 0 ; ; i such that C is a bi-category; : C C ! C and e : 1 ) C are homomorphisms; We apologise to the reader for spelling out the previous de nition in an incomplete way. We just wanted to give the reader a chance to check the few diagrams we used, thus explicitly mentioning the modi cations involved, without dealing with coherence issues, and simply assuming the problem as solved.
